A data warehouse collects and maintains a large amount of data from multiple distributed and autonomous data sources. Often the data in it is stored in the form of materialized views in order to provide fast access to the integrated data. However, maintaining a certain level consistency of warehouse data with the source data is challenging in a distributed multiple source environment. Transactions containing multiple updates at one or more sources further complicate the consistency issue.
Introduction
The problem of materialized view maintenance has received increasing attention in the past few years due to its application to data warehousing. Traditionally, a view is a derived relation defined in terms of source Permissfon td make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for Personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copiaa are not made or distributed for Drofit or commercial advant -age and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first Dage To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee CIKM '99 1 l/99 Kansas Citv. MO. USA b 1999 ACM l-56113-146-1/99/0b10... $5.00 relations. A view is said to be materialized when its content is stored in a specific database (a data warehouse), rather than computed whenever required from the source databases. Data warehouses usually store materialized views in order to provide fast access to the data that is integrated from several distributed and autonomous data sources [ll, 21] . The data sources may be heterogeneous and remote from the warehouse. A data warehouse can be used as an integrated and uniform basis for decision support, data mining, data analysis, and ad-hoc querying across the source data. In the study of data warehousing, one important issue is the view maintenance problem which basically is to keep the contents of the materialized views at a certain level consistency with the contents of the source data when any update commits at the sources. Consequently, the problem of maintaining materialized views in a data warehouse with multiple remote sources is different from the traditionally centralized view maintenance problem.
Related work
Many incremental maintenance algorithms for views have been introduced for centralized database systems [2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 71 . There are also a number of researches investigating similar issues in distributed environments [6, 11, 17, 20, 21, 22] . These previous works have formed a spectrum of solutions ranging from a fully virtual approach at one end where no data is materialized and all user queries are answered by interrogating the source data [12] , to a full replication at the other end where the whole data in the source data is copied to the warehouse so that the updates can be handled locally in the warehouse without consulting the sources [8, 14, 12, 13] . The two extreme solutions are inefficient in terms of communication and query response time in the former case, and storage space in the latter. A more efficient solution would be to materialize some relevant subsets of source data in the warehouse (usually the query answer), and relevant updates at sources are propagated to the warehouse. The warehouse then refreshes the materialized data incrementally against the updates. However, in a distributed environment, this approach may necessitate a solution in which the warehouse contacts the sources for additional information to ensure the update correctness, i.e., keep the data in the warehouse at a certain level of consistency with the source data [20, 21, 6 , 1, 111. Since we are dealing with maintaining a materialized view, then when and how to update the view (i.e., the view refreshment) is a crucial issue. In most commercial warehousing systems, updates to the source data are usually queued and propagated periodically to the warehouse in a large batch update transaction called maintenance transactions. In order to maintain the view data consistent with the source data, the approach most commonly used in commercial warehousing systems for guaranteeing consistency without blocking is to maintain the warehouse at night time when the warehouse is not available to users, while the user query can be processed in the day time when the maintenance transactions are not running. Unfortunately there are two major problems with this method [IS] . As corporations become globalized there is no longer any night time common to all corporate sites during which it is convenient to make the warehouse unavailable to users. Since the maintenance transaction must be finished by the next morning, the time available for view maintenance can be a limiting factor in the number and size of views that can be materialized at the warehouse. Therefore, the incremental view maintenance is a more and more acceptable method for view refreshment. In [12] , they present an analytical model of view fresh time for virtual, fully materialized, and partial materialized views, and give some preliminary results. However, their experiments are based on a local network, so, the performance behavior of their algorithm does not reflect the real scenario for this problem in a wide area network. In [16] they also consider improving the view refresh time using extra space, i.e., each tuple in a view has two versions, and each update is attached a timestamp. Recently [15] study the view refresh problem again by giving an algorithm baaed on timestamps, but the algorithm essentially proceeds with periodic updates, not on-line incremental updates which we will consider.
In this paper we study a specific view -SPJ (selectproject-join) type view maintenance and its refresh time. This is the first time that we show how to speed-up a view's refresh time without compromising its consistency with the source data, provided that some extra moderate warehouse storage space is available. Due to limited space, all proof details are omitted in this paper.
Our contributions
In this paper we first consider the incremental maintenance of SPJ-type materialized views by presenting a complete consistency algorithm for it. The algorithm speed-ups the view refresh time, provided that some extra space in the warehouse is available. We then give a variant of the proposed algorithm, which takes the sources' update frequencies into account. As a result, the proposed algorithm has a better view refresh time on average, compared to that given by our first algorithm. We also discuss the relationship between a certain level consistency of a view and its refresh time. It is usually difficult, in a multiple source environment, to propose an incremental maintenance algorithm such that the view is always kept at a certain level consistency ( e.g. complete consistency) and the view refresh time is as small as possible. Through incorporating the parallelism, we finally present an algorithm which, in most cases, provides a better view refresh time than our first complete consistency algorithm, but the resulting view is only kept in strong consistency, rather than complete consistency.
Paper outline
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the level consistency concepts and the data warehouse model. Section 3 presents the view consistency issue which has arisen in multiple distributed sources and briefly reproduces two previously known complete consistency algorithms [21, l] for our later use. Section 4 devises a complete consistency algorithm which is used to improve the refresh time. A variant of the algorithm, which takes the source update frequency into account, is also presented in this section. Section 5 shows how to improve the view refresh time further, by lowering the view certain level consistency with the source data. A strong consistency algorithm is given for this purpose.
Preliminaries

The Data Warehouse Model
A data warehouse is a repository of integrated information from distributed, autonomous and possibly heterogeneous sources. Here we adopt a typical data warehouse architecture defined in [X3] . Figure 1 illustrates the basic components of a data warehouse. At each source a monitor/wrapper collects the data of interest and sends it to the warehouse. The monitor/wrapper are responsible for identifying changes, and notifying the warehouse. If a source provides relational-style triggers, the monitor may simply pass on information. On the other hand, a monitor for a legacy source may need to compute the difference between successive snapshots of the source data. At the warehouse, the integrator receives the source data, performs necessary data integration and translation, adds any extra desired information such as the timestamps for historical analysis, and requests the warehouse to store the data.
The communication between a source and the data warehouse is assumed to be reliable FIFO, i.e., messages are not lost and are delivered in the order in which they originally are sent. Additionally, there is no any assumption about the communication among the different sources. In fact, they may be completely independent, and may not be able to communicate with each other. Further, each source action, and the resulting message sent to the warehouse, is considered as one event, and events are atomic.
It is easy to observe that the design complexity of consistent warehouse algorithms is closely related to the scope of transactions at the sources. In this model we classify the update transactions into the following three categories: (i) Single update transactions where each update is executed at a single source. Thus, single update transaction comprises its own transaction only and is reported to the warehouse separately. (ii) Source local transactions where a sequence of updates are performed as a single transaction. Therefore the goal is to reflect all of these actions atomically at the warehouse. Note that all of these updates happen in a single source. (iii) Global transactions where the updates involve multiple sources. We assume that there is a global serialization order to the global transactions. The goal here is to reflect the global transactions atomically at the warehouse. In this paper we assume that the updates being handled at the warehouse are of types 1 and 2. The approach described in [21] can be used to extend the proposed algorithms for type 3 updates.
Let V be a SPJ-type view derived from n relations Rl,R2,..
. , l?,, at corresponding data sources, defined as follows.
where X is the set of projection attributes and P is the selection conditions. The updates to the source data are assumed to be either inserts or deletes of tuples. A modify operation will be treated as a delete followed by an insert. We assume that all views in the warehouse are based on bag semantics, i.e., the multiplicity of a tuple in a view is maintained in terms of a control field that maintains the occurrence of that tuple [lo] . We finally assume that each tuple in the materialized view has an additional count value which indicates in how many ways the same tuple can be derived from the source data by the view definition.
3 Consistency Concept
Let each warehouse state ws represent the content of the data warehouse. The warehouse state changes whenever one of its views is updated. Let wss, wsr, . . , , wsf be a sequence of the warehouse states after a series of updates. Consider a view V at the warehouse which has been defined by expression (1). Let V(wsj) be the content of V at state wsj. A source state ssj is a vector that contains n components, where each component represents the state of a source at a given time.
The ith component, ssj[i] is the state of source i which represents the content of source i. We further assume that source updates are executed in serializable fashion across sources, and ssq is the final state of the sources. V(ssi) is the result of computing the view V over the source state ssj. That is, for each relation R at source i which contributes to V, V(ssj) is evaluated over R at the state ssj[i].
In [20] , they define the following four-level consistency of a warehouse view with its source data. Assume that V at the warehouse is initially synchronized with the source data, i.e., V(ws0) = V(ss0).
1. Convergence For all finite executions, V(wsf) = V(ss,) where WS~ is the final state of the warehouse. That is, the view is finally consistent with the source data after the last update and all activities have been ceased.
2. Weak consistency Convergence holds and, for all wsi, there exists a source state ssj such that V(wsi) = V(ssj). Furthermore, for each source z, there exists a serial schedule R = TI , T2, . . . , Tk transactions such that there is a locally serializable schedule at source z that achieves that state. (ii) For all WS;, m(ssi) = SSj for some j and V(wsi) = V(ssj) (iii) if wsi 4 wak, them m(wsi) 4 m(w8k) where 4 is a precedence symbol. That is, each warehouse state reflects a set of valid source states.
Completeness
The view in the warehouse is strong consistent with the source data, and for every SSj, there exists a WS; such that m(wsi) = ssj. That is, there is a complete order preserving mapping between the states of the view and the states of the sources.
AS said in [21] , complete consistency is a nice property since it claims that the view is always consistent with the source data in every state. However, we believe that this restriction may be too strong in practice. In some cases, the convergence may be sufficient even if there is some invalid intermediate states. In most cases, the strong consistency which corresponds to the batch updates is desirable.
Consistency maintenance in incremental view computation
It is well understood that updating a view incrementally in response to the source updates is a common practice. In the centralized data warehouse, the view, as well the source data, is stored in the same machine, and each update transaction is carried out atomically. Thus, the view is always kept completely consistent with the source data. There are many efficient algorithms for this purpose [2, 7, 10, 91 . However, in the distributed environment, the situation is totally different; the source update is sent to the warehouse through messages, thus a communication overhead is involved in each of these operations. Also, the updates in the sources are normally independent even there are concurrent updates among the sources. As a result, the inconsistency occurs quite often. Below is an example adopted from [l] to illustrate the inconsistency problem.
Assume that a view V is generated by joining two relations Rr and Rz, and RI and RZ are located in different databases, i.e., V = RI w Rz. Assume that an insertion update AR1 committed in source 1, then the updated view should be as follows.
(RI u ARr) w Rz = (RI w R2) u (AR1 w R2)
Although the data in RI w RZ are already in the data warehouse, we need to compute AR1 w RZ in order to update V. In doing so, the data warehouse issues a query &I = AR1 w R2 to source 2. Source 2 sends the answer Al of &I back to the warehouse after evaluating &I. Then, the warehouse incorporates AI to the materialized view V, and V is updated. This approach works well as long as two consecutive source updates are far from each other. Otherwise, the problem becomes more complicated. Now we assume that a concurrent update AR2 issued and committed at source 2, and source 2 sends the update to the warehouse. Thus, there are two warehouse states wsr and wsz, corresponding to the two updates. Assume that AR1 is prior to ARz. If we want V to be in complete consistency with the source data, then V(WSI) = (RI U ARr) w R2 and V(WSZ) = (RI U ARi) w (R2 U ARs) after the two updates. Now let us see what may happen in the distributed environment. Assume that the update ARz is committed at source 2 just before Qr is committed. In other words, I22 now becomes RsUARz. Then, the evaluating result of Qi at source 2 becomes Ai = AR1 w (R-2 U ARz) = (AR1 w Rz) U (AR1 w ARz), i.e., after the evaluation of Qr, V(WSI) = A',. Obviously A', is an incorrect answer for the update ARI. The error occurs because AR1 w AR2 is included, which is called the contaminated data. In order to remove the effect of the update AR2 to the update ARr, different approaches to deal with the contaminated data will lead to different incremental maintenance algorithms.
Previous complete consistency algorithms
[20, 211 present a nice solution for the contaminated data problem. In [20] they first mention the problem by proposing the ECA algorithm (ECA stands for Eager Compensation Algorithm). However, their algorithm is only applicable to the case where there is only a single remote source. [21] extend their work by proposing a Strobe algorithm for the multiple source case by adding more constraints on the view and the source relations. The basic principle behind both ECA and Strobe is an eager compensation method which is illustrated below. Following the previous example, assume that there are two concurrent updates AR1 and AR2 and AR1 is prior to ARs. Source 2 evaluates &I as usual. However, AR2 must be received by the warehouse prior to Al (due to the FIFO assumption at each source), then, the warehouse sends its second query Q: = AR2 w AR1 to source 2 for compensation to remove the effect of ARz. Thus, after the answer Ai of Q: returns to the warehouse and there is no further updates, V is updated and V = V u (AI -A:) which is exactly V(WSI). Note that Strobe only ensures strong consistency but not complete consistency since it incorporates the effects of several updates collectively. Also, the view can be updated only at the moment when there is no further updates from the sources. They call this moment a quiescence state. If there is no such quiescence state, the view V would never be updated. To remove quiescence requirement and make the algorithm for complete consistency, [21] present a variant of Strobe, C-Strobe which handles each update completely before handling subsequent updates, i.e., an answer to a given update is evaluated by consulting all the sources. Due to concurrent updates, the answer may contain contaminated data. Further queries are generated to compensate for correction, and further contamination may arise due to concurrent updates during the compensation queries. They show that, if there are at most ~1 concurrent updates that can arrive between the time a query committed and its answer to be incorporated to the view, at most pne2 queries need to be sent for a single update.
[ll, 121 consider the incremental maintenance of hybrid views by mentioning that the above compensation can actually be carried out locally without consulting the sources because the warehouse contains all necessary information. Later [l] apply this idea by presenting a linear, complete consistency algorithm SWEEP. In their method, the warehouse does not send compensation queries to the sources (e.g. in our previous example, instead sending Q: to source 2, Qi will be evaluated at the warehouse), and the evaluation for the queries can be done locally. Compared with C-Strobe, SWEEP is a considerable improvement because it removes some requirements which are needed in C-Strobe, such as, all the keys of the relations are stored in V. Most important, SWFXP takes O(n) time to respond to each update, and the number of messages sent to sources is O(n), in the worst case, is in contrast to the exponential number of messages needed by C-Strobe in terms of the number of updates. Here we briefly sketch the SWEEP algorithm for later use. Assume that the warehouse is evaluating an incremental query resulting from AR, it may receive a concurrent update ARj, j < i. As previously discussed, when the query answer arrives from source Rj, it is (Rj U ARj) w Rj+l w . . . w R+1 w A& instead of Rj w Rj+l w . . . w a-1 w A& that we expected. The contaminated data is ARj w Rj+l w . . . w Ri-1 w A&, which can be evaluated at the warehouse locally since both ARj and Rj+l W . . . W Ri-1 W AR are available at the warehouse. Note that the term Rj+l W a v v W Ri-1 W ARi is the partially evaluated answer from Rj+l for the query initiated on account A&. The case of a concurrent update ARj, j > i, is symmetric. After all sources answered, the final answer is included to the view. The detail about SWEEP can be seen from [l] . Let V be a materialized view in a warehouse, and for any two consecutive warehouse states wsi and wsi+l, assume that wsi is obtained at time te and wsi+r is obtained at time tl. Then, the refresh time of V from WSi t0 WSi+l is tl -to. During this time interval, V undergoes a state change from wsi to Wsi+r, while the source states may undergo many source state changes. If V is complete consistent with the source data, then by the consistency definition, each warehouse state has a corresponding source state. Let WSi be the current warehouse state corresponding to a source state ssj, i 5 j. By our previous discussion, in order to implement incremental updating V to the state wsi+r due to an update in some sources, a number of round communications between the warehouse and the sources is needed. Assume that the warehouse needs to send iV queries Qil,QiZ,-.., Qint to the various sources, and to receive the N answers Ai,, Ai,, . . . , Ai, from the sources. To keep V completely consistent with the source data, the refresh time of V from wsi to wsi+l is T refresh = where the terms in expression 2 are defined as follows. T tolrource(Qil) is the transmission time to send query Qi, from the warehouse to source & through the network; Ttohhouse (Ai, ) is the transmission time from source ii to the warehouse by returning the query answer; Thjain(A, ) is th e t ime for processing the join of Aj, and the concurrent updates received so far, which is carried out at the warehouse. Tajoin(Qil) is the time for processing query &it at source il, which is carried out at source il.
To simplify our discussion, we assume that the transmission time between the warehouse and the sources is symmetric and fixed, denoted by 't. We also assume that the query processing time at either the warehouse or the sources is negligible. We argue that there are at least three reasons to make this second assumption. Firstly, the processing time only takes a very small proportion of the entire refresh time, compare to the transmission time in a wide area network. Secondly, the processing time varies, depending on the sizes of sources and the view. Finally, we assume that the amount of incremental maintenance of a materialized data is relatively small, so the corresponding query processing time is relatively small too. After the above simplifications, expression 2 can be rewritten as
which depends on N -the number of queries sent by the warehouse.
The refresh time of previous algorithms
We now analyze the view refresh time of the two previously known complete consistency algorithms, based on the above model.
First, let us look at the SWEEP algorithm due to [l] . In order to proceed with the incremental maintenance to V, the warehouse needs to communicate with all other sources except the update source to get further information. The compensation process to remove the effect of subsequent concurrent source updates to the current update is carried out in the warehouse. Thus, by the SWEEP algorithm, the view refresh time is (27~ -2)$, because the warehouse needs to send N = n -1 queries and to receive the answers of the N queries from the sources, which takes (2n -2)Z time in total.
Then, let us analyze the view refresh time of the C-Strobe algorithm due to [21] . Based on the similar reasoning as above, the view refresh time of C-Strobe is max{2~n-2Z, (2n -2)o where p is the number of concurrent updates. Clearly C-Strobe requires sending N zzz p-2 ? queries to the sources in the worst case. In this section we present an algorithm which not only reduces a view refresh time but also maintain the complete consistency of the view, provided that some extra warehouse space is available. Our approach can be described as follows. Let V be a materialized view derived from n relations corresponding to n sources. Assume that p is a given integer. We first partition the n source relations into K = [n/p1 disjoint groups, and each group consists of p relations except the last group which contains n -p[n/pj relations. We call such a partition as equal partition. Without loss of generality, assume that the first p relations form the first group, the second p relations form the second group, and the last n -pln/pJ relations form the Kth group.
By the definition of V, V = nxap(R1 w RZ w . . . w R,), where X is the projection attribute set, and P is the selection condition which is the conjunction of disjunctive clauses. Now, we define an auxiliary view Vk for each group Ic, 1 < Ic 5 K, as follows. When k is in (1,2,. .., K -l}, Vk is defined as
where X(k) is an attribute set in which an attribute is in either X or P and all these attributes only come from relations Rp(kml)+l to $,k, and P(k) is a maximal subset of clauses of P in which the attributes of each clause are only from &,(k-l)+l to Rpk. The last group K, VK is defined as follows.
Thus, V can be rewritten in semantically equivalent form, in terms of the auxiliary views defined as above, v = nXUp(vl w v2 w . . . td VK-1 w VK). Our main idea is based on the following two points.
l view V and auxiliary views Vk are materialized for any k, 15 k 2 K.
l The warehouse is capable to decide to which auxiliary view an update belongs and to which auxiliary view a query answer (from sources) belongs.
Having the above setting, let us consider the incremental maintenance of V due to an update Al& in source i, assuming that fi is in group k. We proceed with the view maintenance of Vk, using the F#EEP algorithm. As a result, an updated view Vk = Vk U A& is obtained.
Having AVk, we can proceed the update of V locally without consulting the sources. Let Vnew be the V a& ter the update, then Vnew = V U AV, where
Thus, AV can be obtained by local evaluation because each Vj is materialized in the warehouse, 1 5 j 5 K and j # k. Note that, during evaluating V,, all the other auxiliary views are locked, in order to keep V in complete consistency with the source data, otherwise the data in other auxiliary views that will be used later for the maintenance of V may be contaminated. It is not hard to show that the above proposed algorithm guarantees the complete consistency.
Theorem 1 There is an algorithm which maintains the complete consistency of the view in the warehouse and makes the view's refresh time shorter, provided that some additional warehouse storage space as available, which is used for storing auxiliary views. Now we analyze the view refresh time of the presented algorithm. It is easy to see that the refresh time of V is Tview-update-w = 2(9-l)? + tWH where twH is the local update time used to update V in the warehouse by joining AVk and all the other vj with j # k, which is a function of joining [n/p1 auxiliary views.
Fhn
Tview-update-w,
we can see that the choice of the parameter p is very important. If p is chosen too small, although in this case the communication time between the warehouse and the sources can be reduced dramatically, the number of auxiliary views stored in the warehouse [n/p1 will increase, which means more space for the auxiliary views required. Also, the overhead of updating V in the warehouse tWH will increase because more joining relations are involved. Otherwise, there is no any substantial improvement of the view refresh time despite extra warehouse space spent. Compared with the SWEEP algorithm, our algorithm reduces the view refresh time by a factor of F. The expense for this improvement is obviously the consumption of extra warehouse storage space. 4 .4 A partitioning algorithm based on the source update frequencies
We now consider how to speed-up view maintenance with the assumption that not every source has the same update frequency. Let ji be the update frequency of source data Ri, 1 < i 5 n. Without loss of generality, we assume ji > ji+i, i.e., the frequency sequence fl,fi,... , f,, is a descending sequence. Based on the update frequencies, we partition the n relations dynamically into K groups such that the sum of update frequencies of each group are roughly equal. This is described as follows. For each group k obtained by algorithm FParti, an auxiliary view vk for V is derived and materialized in the warehouse. We apply the algorithm developed in the previous section for incremental updating vk if there is a source update coming from one member in group k. Using the update result A& of vk and the contents of the other auxiliary views, the update to V is then carried out in the warehouse.
Assume that there are K groups generated by algorithm FParti, Gi,Gz, . . . ,GK. Denote by IGkl, the number of relations in Gk, 1 2 k < K. Then, Lemma 1 Assume that Gk is generated by FParti, then IGkl < (Gk+l ( for any k with 1 2 k 2 K -2.
Lemma I implies that if a source has a higher update frequency, the number of relations in the group of that source participated is small. By our previous discussion, we know that the refresh time of a view depends on its auxiliary view refresh time, while the latter is determined by the number of relations in the group that forms the auxiliary view. Therefore, the refresh time of an auxiliary view in a higher update frequency group is smaller, compared with the refresh time of an auxiliary view in a lower update frequency group. This will finally lead to a better refresh time of a view derived from those auxiliary views. We state this by the following lemma. Lemma 2 For any two updates Vi and Uj, Iet Vi and Uj come from groups k and k', and let t; and tj be the view refresh times respectively due to these two updates. Ij k < k' < K, then, ti 5 tj, which means, an update an a higher update frequency grozlp will have shorter view refresh time.
By Lemma 2, we derive that the view refresh time is various rather than fixed, depending on from which group the updates come. Therefore, the average view refresh time Firefresh in terms of n source updates is as follows. In this section we discuss the relationship between the view's freshness and the view's consistency with the sources. We consider improving the view refresh time by sacrificing the view's complete consistency through several approaches such as: increasing the parallelism, and adding the key attributes of source relations to the view and the auxiliary views.
Speed-up view refresh time through parallelism
Recall that the source relations from which the materialized view V is derived are grouped by some measure, e.g., based on either the equal partition or based on the source update frequency partition. Also, a corresponding auxiliary view for each group is materialized in the warehouse.
We now consider the incremental maintenance of V by showing how to improve the refresh time of V with the expense of lowering its consistency level. We show that the parallelism can be used to speed-up V's refresh time.
The algorithm proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, each auxiliary view proceeds its incremental maintenance independently, using the SWEEP algorithm. In the second phase, the update to V is carried out in the data warehouse, based on the update information supplied by the auxiliary views. We explain why this approach can improve the refresh time of V further.
Assume that there are r consecutive updates in diiferent sources (corresponding T consecutive source states). If the T updates come from the relations in the same group, then there is no any difference from our previous algorithm, that is, V is always completely consistent with the source data at each warehouse state, the view is refreshed to the up-to-date state after 2(p-l)% time. Otherwise, the r source updates come from the relations in r different groups. By the above approach, in response to these r updates, each auxiliary view pro ceeds its update independently. Then, updating V takes 2(p-1)Z time only (assuming that each group contains p relations). Compared with the 2(p-l)?r time algorithm in the previous section, this new approach improves the view refresh time by a factor of between 1 to r.
According to the level consistency definition, the proposed algorithm does not provide complete consistency, because for some source states (from the source state of the first source update to the source state of the (r -1)-th source update), there do not exist the corresponding warehouse states. But we can see that the warehouse state will be consistent with the source state after the warehouse finished the processing of the r source updates. Therefore, the proposed algorithm provides a strong consistency. We have proven this by the following theorem. The proposed algorithm provides a strong consistency.
Improving view refresh time by adding sources' keys
We briefly outline another possible approach to improve view refresh time.
[19, 41 demonstrate that the incremental maintenance time of a view can be reduced dramatically if the key attributes of the source relations are incorporated into the view definition. Note that the cost for this benefit is that more space is needed in the warehouse. Now we make use of this concept for our case.
Assume that the relations are grouped, based on their update frequencies. Each group then forms an auxiliary view, which is used for the incremental maintenance of the view locally. We treat those groups with higher update frequencies as special groups. For those auxiliary views which correspond to special groups, we index the tuples and/or incorporating the identifiers and/or the keys of the tuples of source relations from which they are derived to the views. Thus, the refresh times for those auxiliary views will be reduced, and this will finally lead to the view maintenance time reduction.
In practice, in order to maintain different level consistency and satisfy different refresh time requirements, we may mix some or all the techniques introduced so far in the design of efficient algorithms for incremental view maintenance. 6 
Conclusions
In this paper we have considered the view refresh time and the view consistency issue. We have shown that it is possible to reduce the view refresh time and maintain the view completely consistent with the source data, using additional warehouse space. Also, if consistency level of a view is allowed to be lowered, then its refresh time can be further improved. This reflects a trade-off between the view refresh time and the view consistency.
